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Abstract—An effective approach to timing and power
optimization for single clocking and multiple clocking
dynamic CMOS designs is presented in this paper. Two
benchmarks are introduced to validate this theory. In
comparison with the benchmark 16-bit carry-select-adder in
dynamic CMOS, the critical path delay is reduced by 41.1%
using the single-clock optimization technique; the power and
delay are reduced by 43% and 41.1% respectively using the
multiple-clock optimization technique. In comparison with the
benchmark 64-bit binary comparator in dynamic CMOS, the
critical path delay is reduced by 49% using the single-clock
optimization approach; the power and delay are reduced by
43.1% and 49% respectively using the multiple-clock
optimization approach.

II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we present a brief overview of basic
CMOS logic circuit design that we will use in this paper. It
includes static, dynamic, and mixed-dynamic-static CMOS
logic in single- and multiple-clocking circuit.
Comparing with static CMOS, the dynamic CMOS is
fast and area-efficient, but it consumes more power as
tradeoff. Its high speed, which is one of the foremost
characteristics in integrated circuit (IC) design, has led it to
play important role in the high performance digital IC
market. Thus dynamic CMOS logic using NMOS pull
down network is preferred for smaller silicon area and
lower power [6][7][8][9][10][11][12].
As seen in Fig. 1, the dynamic circuit has two operation
phases: pre-charge and evaluation, controlled by the clock
Φ. During the pre-charge phase, Φ is low; the PMOS M1 is
turned on and the NMOS M2 is turned off. The output is
pulled up to the high voltage (logic ‗1‘) through the PMOS
M1. In the evaluation phase, Φ is high; the PMOS M1 is
turned off and the NMOS M2 is turned on. Then the output
is pulled down to the low voltage (logic ‗0‘) if the NMOS
pull-down network is on. Otherwise, the output stays at
high voltage (logic ‗1‘) [5].
As shown in
Fig. 1, the dynamic CMOS has only one PMOS
transistor so the input capacitance load of dynamic CMOS
is much less than that of static CMOS, so dynamic CMOS
logic leads to a faster signal propagation. The output of
dynamic CMOS is evaluated only by half of the clock
phases (half-time), which is not efficient when compared
with the full time operation of static CMOS logic. In Fig. 2,
the inverted clock is used to control next stage of dynamic
CMOS where the original pre-charge and evaluation are
swapped. Therefore, considering signal propagation from
primary input to primary output, the two stages dynamic
CMOS becomes a full-time dynamic CMOS.

Keywords—carry-select-adder, 64-bit binary comparator,
mixed-dynamic-static CMOS, power and timing optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION
Circuit operation at high frequencies while consuming
low power is one of the most important characteristics in
designing integrated circuits (ICs). Compared with static
CMOS circuits, dynamic CMOS circuits are faster by
reducing load capacitance; however dynamic circuits have
higher power consumption due to the operating
mechanism. The high speed of dynamic circuits resulted in
this class of circuits having an important role in the high
performance digital IC market. But in recent years, the
power hungry dynamic ICs are becoming a heavy load for
battery and heat dissipation demands in portable IC
products. Researches introduce timing and power
optimization in past decades [1][2][3]. However, most of
these studies are in gate level that is only suit to specific
circuitry, [4] is aware of structure level optimization that
could expand to most chip designs. Author in [4]
introduces a transistor level optimization algorithm for
timing. However, [4] scarcely show the implementation
dynamic or static logic for timing optimization. This paper
introduces an effective approach to optimize timing and
power by mixed-static-dynamic CMOS logic that can be
applied to general circuit design.
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Fig. 4 Clock pulse and delay of full-time dynamic CMOS operation
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III. TIMING AND POWER OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
As discussed in section II, in CMOS logic, full-time
dynamic CMOS is fastest design, yet either static CMOS or
mixed-dynamic-static CMOS can be applied to replace
dynamic CMOS logic for power reduction. To show our
methodology for balancing power and timing, two cases of
CMOS operation are shown in Fig. 5 for analysis. In Case
I, the delay of stage1 is close to that of stage2. Using
single-clocking dynamic CMOS, no resource can be
optimized for power reduction; timing optimization stays
focused. Using multiple-clocking dynamic CMOS, the
delay for data use can be applied as trade-off to reduce
power. For example, replacing the stage1 of dynamic
CMOS with a static CMOS or a mixed-dynamic-static
CMOS. In Case II, the delay of stage1 is greater than that
of stage2. Using the single-clocking dynamic CMOS, if
timing is prior to power then the full-time dynamic CMOS
should be chosen. However, if power is prior to timing
then the free time in the stage2 can be utilized for power
reduction, by replacing the stage2 with a static CMOS or a
mixed-dynamic-static CMOS. Using the multiple-clocking
dynamic CMOS, the clock pulse can be optimized for
power reduction, by replacing the stage2 by static CMOS
or mixed-dynamic-static CMOS.

Fig. 1 Single-clocking half-time dynamic CMOS structure
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Fig. 2 Full-time dynamic CMOS structure

Multiple-clocking dynamic CMOS is used to speed up
full-time dynamic CMOS. As shown in Fig. 3, multiple
clocks control multiple dynamic CMOS circuits operate in
parallel. The next input data can be applied and evaluated
without waiting for the previous input data propagation.
The data throughput is therefore increased.
clock1
stage 2
output1
input1 stage 1
clock2
stage 2
output2
input2 stage 1
clock3
stage 2
output3
input3 stage 1

Case I
precharge evaluate precharge evaluate precharge
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 1 Stage 2

Fig. 3 Multiple-clocking dynamic CMOS structure

Case II

In addition to clock pulse, the delay of data for being
used (data efficiency) needs to be considered for timing and
power optimization. The clock pulse and data delay in a
full-time dynamic CMOS is demonstrated in Fig. 4. As
long as the delay is maintained, the clock pulse can be
optimized for power reduction if the timing requirement is
met.

precharge evaluate precharge evaluate precharge
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 1 Stage 2
Evaluate-time for stage 1
Evaluate-time for stage 2
Fig. 5 Two cases of full-time dynamic CMOS operation
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The timing and power optimization algorithm is shown
in Fig. 6. We assume that either single clocking or multiple
clocking dynamic CMOS is used in this flowchart. In order
to operate in two stages, the circuit is partitioned to two
stages. If the delays of two stages are equal, the design is in
Case I; otherwise the design is in Case II. The circuit
timing and power optimization analysis is based on the
circuit Case classification:

In multiple-clocking circuit, stage1 and stage2 are
implemented by static/mixed-dynamic-static CMOS and
full-time dynamic CMOS, respectively, for power
optimization meanwhile sustain operating speed.
2) Circuit in Case II
In single-clocking circuit, full-time dynamic CMOS is
chosen for timing optimization; stage1 and stage2 are
implemented by full-time dynamic CMOS and
static/mixed-dynamic-static CMOS, respectively, for power
optimization. In multiple-clocking circuit, stage1 and
stage2 are implemented by static/mixed-dynamic-state
CMOS and full-time dynamic CMOS, respectively, for
power optimization.

1) Circuit in Case I
In single-clocking circuit, full-time dynamic CMOS is
chosen for timing optimization.

Start
Partition circuit to two stages

Delay of stage1 =
Delay of stage2?

no

no

Single-clocking
dynamic CMOS?

Stage1: static/mixeddynamic-static CMOS.
Stage2: full-time dynamic
CMOS.

yes
Single-clocking
dynamic CMOS?

yes
Timing is prior
to power?

no
Stage1: full-time
dynamic CMOS.
Stage2: static/mixeddynamic-static CMOS.

yes

yes
Full-time dynamic
CMOS

no
Stage1: static/mixeddynamic-static CMOS.
Stage2: full-time
dynamic CMOS.

End
Fig. 6 Timing and power optimization algorithm

IV. TIMING AND POWER OPTIMIZATION FOR CIRCUIT IN
CASE I

Two n-bit binary numbers are summed by two group of
RCA‘s with carry-in of logic ‗0‘ and ‗1‘, respectively. The
Mux select output of the RCA‘s with pre carry-in of logic
‗0‘ if the Cin = 0; otherwise, the RCA‘s with pre carry-in
of logic ‗1‘ are selected [13].
In order to optimize timing to reduce signal propagation
delay of CSA, RCA‘s with variable sizes are designed so as
to have every input of Mux arrive as close as possible. For
example, this CSA is comprised of four groups of RCA
with size of 2, 3, 4, and 5-bit.

A 16-bit carry select adder (CSA) is used as a
benchmark to demonstrate the proposed timing and power
optimization in Case I. This section introduces a low-power
16-bit CSA, and timing and power optimization on it.
A. Low-Power 16-bit CSA
In general, the CSA is comprised of two main blocks:
ripple carry adder (RCA) and multiplexer (Mux).
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Fig. 7 Low-power 16-bit CSA

A modified low-power CSA is shown in Fig. 7. It
replaces the RCA of carry-in ‗1‘ with compared low-power
and area-efficient component, Binary to Excess-1
Converter (BEC) [14]. The BEC obtains the output of RCA
with carry-in ‗0‘, and indicates the same output with RCA
with carry-in ‗1‘. Area and power consumption of the lowpower 16-bit CSA is reduced by 15% and 10.56%,
respectively.

According to the SPICE simulation, the timing of signal
propagation from Cin to Sum15 (635ps) and that from B12
to o1 (660ps) in Fig. 8, are close. Then the circuit design
belongs to Case I.
2) Timing and Power Optimization
The performance evaluation of delay, power, and
maximum clock frequency for the low-power 16-bit CSA is
presented in Table I, in which dynamic-dynamic-static
(DDS) means the first and second stages in CSA are
dynamic CMOS and the third one is static CMOS; staticstatic-dynamic (SSD) means the first and second stages in
CSA are static CMOS and the third one is dynamic CMOS.
Using multiple-clocking dynamic CMOS, several circuits
operate in parallel and pipeline (shown in Fig. 3). The
delay for data use is considered and the best platform for
full-time dynamic SSD is multiple-clocking CMOS. The
idea of designing SSD is to optimize clock pulse to reduce
power and meanwhile satisfy the timing constraint. Halftime dynamic CMOS and full-time DDS operate under
single-clock. In Table I, timing of two critical paths,
and
, are nearly same yet power
consumption of
is greater than that of
. Thus
is the worst-case path for
performance evaluation.
Using single-clocking dynamic CMOS, clock pulse
cannot be optimized for power reduction; timing
optimization stays focused. As seen in Table I, the power
consumption of full-time dynamic CMOS (8.216mW) is
almost double of half-time dynamic CMOS (4.187mW)
and 2.9% greater than full-time DDS. The delay of fulltime dynamic CMOS (789ps) is 41 % and 5.1% less than
that of dynamic CMOS (1,340ps) and full-time DDS
(831ps), respectively. Therefore, full-time dynamic CMOS
is chosen for timing optimization.

B. Timing and Power Optimization for low-power 16-bit
CSA
In order to maintain the merit of high speed, all blocks in
Fig. 7 are implemented by dynamic CMOS logic as
reference for later performance comparison.
1) Low-power 16-bit CSA
According to the structure of full-time dynamic CMOS,
the three stages in 16-bit CSA are partitioned to two
groups, which will be evaluated in turn during evaluation
and pre-charge phase.
As seen in Fig. 7, RCA and BEC are parallel connected.
Therefore, RCA- and BEC-stage are grouped to evaluate in
one clock pulse. And Mux-stage is evaluated under another
clock pulse. Because of the operating feature of full-time
dynamic CMOS, the output of RCA/BEC-stage is
discharged to ‗0‘. The CMOS transmission switches are
inserted between RCA/BEC-stage and Mux-stage to hold
the output values of RCA/BEC during pre-charge in Muxstage.
When the Mux-stage operates under the latter clock
pulse, signal c1 and o1 arrive earlier than o4 in Fig. 7. It
causes latency in signal propagation. In order to propagate
signal efficiently, signal c1, o1, o2, o3 and o4 would rather
arrive at the same time, thus next stage would start to
evaluate in next clock pulse without latency. To solve this
issue, we use all RCA‘s with the same size in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8 Block diagram of 16-bit CSA with RCA in same size
TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OF MODIFIED 16-BIT CSA

Signal propagation

Circuit type

Delay (ps)

Clock frequency (MHz)

Power (mW)

Half-time dynamic CMOS

682

725

4.187

Full-time dynamic CMOS

235

909

9.878

Full-time dynamic CMOS (DDS)

233

794

8.934

Full-time dynamic CMOS (SSD)

285

379

2.082

Half-time dynamic CMOS

697

714

6.822

Full-time dynamic CMOS

234

862

9.866

Full-time dynamic CMOS (DDS)

233

758

9.017

Full-time dynamic CMOS (SSD)

288

463

2.55

Half-time dynamic CMOS

1,340

373

3.982

Full-time dynamic CMOS

789

633

7.889

Full-time dynamic CMOS (DDS)

835

602

7.557

Full-time dynamic CMOS (SSD)

784

413

2.333

Half-time dynamic CMOS

1,340

373

4.187

Full-time dynamic CMOS

789

633

8.216

Full-time dynamic CMOS (DDS)

831

602

7.988

Full-time dynamic CMOS (SSD)

788

413

2.388

As shown in Table I, the delay of full-time SSD (788ps)
is 0.6%, 6.1%, and 41% less than that of full-time dynamic
CMOS (789ps), full-time DDS (831ps), and half-time
dynamic CMOS (1,340ps), respectively.

Using multiple-clocking dynamic CMOS, power can be
reduced by replacing the stage1&2 with static or mixeddynamic-static CMOS that would not sacrifice timing.
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The power consumption of full-time SSD is about 70%
and 43% less than that of full-time and half-time dynamic
CMOS, respectively. Then full-time SSD is used for circuit
power optimization.

In Fig. 10, the 8-bit binary comparator is applied to
compare two 8-bit binary numbers and the output (A>B,
A=B, or A<B) is fed to a 12-input binary comparator. As
the operation of 6-input comparator, the four 8-bit binary
comparator dominate the 12-input comparator in turn by
order.

V. TIMING AND POWER OPTIMIZATION FOR CIRCUIT IN
CASE II

A,B[0] A,B[7] A,B[8] A,B[15] A,B[16] A,B[23] A,B[24] A,B[31]

A 64-bit binary comparator is used as a benchmark to
demonstrate the proposed timing and power optimization in
Case II. This section introduces a high-speed 64-bit binary
comparator, and timing and power optimization on it.

8-bit
binary
comparator

A. Module Design of the 64-bit Binary Comparator
Binary comparator is a basic digital arithmetic
component that compares two binary numbers. A 64-bit
binary comparator comprises two 64-bit binary input (
&
- ) and three binary output, which indicates
A>B, A<B, or A=B.
In recent years, researchers propose work on high
performance
64-bit
binary
comparator
design
[15][16][17][18][19]. A competitive high-speed 64-bit
binary comparator is introduced and used to demonstrate
our approach to timing and power optimization in Case II.
The delay and power of the 64-bit comparator are 738.5ps
and 13.21mW respectively, which is implemented in
250nm CMOS process.
The module design of the 64-bit binary comparator is
shown in Fig. 9, in which the higher order 32-bit binary
comparator‘s outputs, ―A>B‖ or ―A<B‖, dominate the 6input binary comparator‘s outputs, ―A>B‖ or ―A<B‖. If the
higher order 32-bit binary comparator result is ―A=B‖ then
the lower order 32-bit binary comparator‘s output dominate
the 6-input comparator‘s output.

8-bit
binary
comparator
3
3

8-bit
binary
comparator
3
3

8-bit
binary
comparator

12-input
comparator
A=B A>B A<B

Fig. 10 Block diagram of 32-bit binary comparator

B. Design of Blocks in 64-bit Binary Comparator
This section introduces design of 6/12-input comparator
in detail. Other blocks‘ design and simulation result are
analyzed in [20].
1) 12-input Comparator
The 12-input comparator is used to compare the outputs
of four binary comparators in order. The equations of three
outputs of 12-input comparator is simplified down to (1), in
which eq, Ag, Al indicate binary input A=B, A>B, A<B,
respectively.
eq

A,B[0] A,B[31] A,B[32] A,B[63]
32-bit
binary
comparator
3

32-bit
binary
comparator

{

3

Then based on (1), the transistor level structure of
dynamic 12-input comparator is designed in Fig. 11.

6-input
comparator
A=B A>B A<B
Fig. 9 Block diagram of 64-bit binary comparator
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Fig. 11 Structure of dynamic 12-input comparator
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To acquire maximum operating speed, the transistor size
in Fig. 11 is optimized according to the algorithm in [4].
The optimized transistor size is (360nm), (360nm),
(3180nm),
(360nm),
(360nm),
(1920nm),
(540nm),
(540nm),
(540nm),
(540nm),
(540nm),
(360nm) of 250nm process.
Fig. 12 presents transistor level structure of static 12input comparator according to (1).

eq2

Al1

Al1

Fig. 12 Structure of static 12-input comparator

2) 6-input Comparator
The 6-input comparator is used to compare the outputs
of two binary comparator in order. The equations of three
outputs of 6-input comparator is simplified down to (2), in
which eq, Ag, Al indicate binary input A=B, A>B, A<B,
respectively.
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eq
C. Timing and Power optimization for 64-bit binary
comparator
As shown in Fig. 15, a 64-bit binary comparator consists
of four operation-stages: 2-bit binary comparator, 12-input
{
comparator, and 6-input comparator. Partition of 64-bit
binary comparator and its timing and power optimization
Then based on (2) the transistor level schematic of 6are discussed in this section.
input comparator in dynamic CMOS is designed in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13 Structure of dynamic 6-input comparator

A,B32

With optimizing transistor size according to the
algorithm in [4], transistor size in Fig. 13 is (1380nm),
(840nm),
(660nm),
(360nm),
(1200nm),
(540nm) of 250nm process.
The transistor level structure of static 6-input comparator
is sketched in Fig. 14 according to (2).
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1) Partition of 64-bit binary comparator
As mentioned in section II, the fastest conventional
design for 64-bit binary comparator is full-time dynamic
CMOS that requires to separate the four stages of 64-b
comparator to two groups, which will be evaluated in
evaluation and pre-charge, respectively.
According to the simulation of half-time (conventional)
dynamic 64-bit binary comparator, the timing of signal
propagation through stage1&2 (417ps) and that through
stage3&4 (321ps) are close, so the best choice is that group
stage1&2 together to operate under one clock pulse and
group stage3&4 together to operate in next clock pulse.
Absolutely, CMOS switch should be inserted between two
groups in order to hold the output of first group for second
one during the evaluation-phase of second group.

eq2

Vdd

Stage 3

Fig. 15 Block diagram of 64-bit binary comparator

eq1

eq

Ag

A,B31

2-bit
binary
comparator
2-bit
binary
comparator
2-bit
binary
comparator
2-bit
binary
comparator
2-bit
binary
comparator
2-bit
binary
comparator
2-bit
binary
comparator
2-bit
binary
comparator

Stage 2

Al2
Al2

2) Timing and Power optimization
Because delay of first stage-group (417ps) is greater than
that of second stage-group (321ps), the 64-bit binary
comparator is in Case II as classification in section III.

Fig. 14 Structure of static 6-input comparator
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The analysis of delay, power consumption, and
maximum clock frequency of dynamic, static, and mixeddynamic-static 64-bit binary comparator is shown in Table
II, in which DDDS means the first, second, and third stages
in Fig. 14 are dynamic CMOS and the forth one in it is
static CMOS; SSDD means the first and second stages are
static CMOS, the third and fourth one in it are dynamic
CMOS. In multiple-clocking dynamic CMOS, the delay for
data use plays more important role than its clock frequency.
Then the best platform for full-time dynamic SSDD 64-bit
binary comparator is multiple-clocking CMOS, because it
can sacrifice clock pulse, which is not important, to achieve
low power; other full-time dynamic CMOS and half-time
dynamic CMOS should operate in single-clocking CMOS,
because they can keep the highest clock frequency. In
Table II, ―Delay‖ is the worst delay of 64-bit binary
comparator, signal propagation from input ―A0‖ to output
―A=B‖; ―Clock frequency‖ is the maximum clock
frequency under that the circuit can operate functionally;
―Power‖ is the average power consumption of operation
under worst case.

So in single-clocking dynamic CMOS, if power is prior
to timing, full-time dynamic DDDS CMOS should be
chosen; otherwise full-time dynamic CMOS is the optimal
choice. As seen in Table II, the delay of full-time dynamic
CMOS (377ps) is almost half of that of half-time dynamic
CMOS (738.5ps), and 14.3% less than that of full-time
dynamic DDDS CMOS; full-time dynamic DDDS CMOS
and full-time dynamic CMOS have the same clock
frequency, but the power consumption of the DDDS
(21.1mW) is decreased by 3.3% compared with full-time
dynamic (21.83mW). Then for single-clocking circuit, fulltime dynamic CMOS is chosen for timing optimization;
stage1 and stage2 are implemented by full-time dynamic
CMOS
and
static/mixed-dynamic-static
CMOS,
respectively, for power optimization.
In multiple-clocking dynamic CMOS, the delay for data
use plays more important role than its clock pulse, then
clock frequency can be sacrificed to decrease power
consumption that can be implemented by replacing stagegroup 1 in Fig. 15 with static CMOS. Then highest clock
frequency of full-time dynamic SSDD (0.72MHz) is 54.2%
less than that of other full-time dynamic COMS, the best
choice for multiple-clocking CMOS is still SSDD. As
shown in Table II, the delay of full-time dynamic SSDD
CMOS (377ps) is the same with that of full-time dynamic
CMOS, and 14.3% and 50% less than that of full-time
dynamic DDDS CMOS (440ps) and full-time dynamic
CMOS (738.5ps), respectively; the power consumption of
full-time dynamic SSDD CMOS is about 43.1%, 65.6%,
and 64.4% less than that of full-time dynamic CMOS, halftime dynamic CMOS, and full-time dynamic DDDS,
respectively. Then for multiple-clocking circuit, stage1 and
stage2 are implemented by static/mixed-dynamic-static
CMOS and full-time dynamic CMOS, respectively, for
power optimization.

TABLE II
POWER AND TIMING OF 64-BIT BINARY COMPARATOR

Circuit type

Delay
(ps)

Clock frequency
(MHz)

Power
(mW)

Half-time
dynamic CMOS

738.5

0.68

13.21

Full-time dynamic
CMOS

377

1.11

21.83

Full-time dynamic
CMOS (DDDS)

440

1.11

21.1

Full-time dynamic
CMOS (SSDD)

377

0.72

7.51

VI. CONCLUSION
A general technique of power and timing optimization
for dynamic CMOS has been proposed in this paper. 16-bit
CSA and 64-bit binary comparator are applied as
benchmarks.
For 16-bit CSA, if it is applied in single-clocking circuit,
timing optimization should choose full-time dynamic
CMOS, whose worst delay is decreased by 41.1%
compared with the conventional (half-time) dynamic
CMOS; if it is applied in multiple-clocking circuit, the
CMOS evaluated in former clock pulse should be replaced
by static CMOS, then the power consumption and delay are
reduced by 43% and 41.1%, respectively.

In single-clocking dynamic CMOS, in order to keep
operating speed, the clock frequency cannot be sacrificed.
However, the first stage-group takes more timing than the
second one, so the second stage-group can be implemented
by mixed-dynamic-static CMOS to decrease power
consumption and still maintain clock frequency. The timing
of stage3 (206ps) occupies roughly 64% of that of the
second stage-group (321ps), but the delay of stage-group 1
(417ps) is just 29.9% greater than that of stage-group 2
(321ps), then only stage4, which is smaller than stage3, can
be replaced by static CMOS in order to maintain clock
speed.
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For 64-bit binary comparator, if it is applied in singleclocking circuit, timing optimization should choose fulltime dynamic CMOS, whose delay is decreased by 49%
compared with the conventional (half-time) dynamic
CMOS, and in power optimization, the CMOS evaluated in
later clock pulse should be implemented by mixeddynamic-static CMOS, in which the circuit power
consumption is decreased by 3.3% meanwhile maintain
speed. If it is applied in multiple-clocking circuit, the
CMOS evaluated in former clock pulse should be designed
by static CMOS. In comparison with the conventional
(half-time) dynamic CMOS, the power consumption and
delay are reduced by 43.1% and 49%, respectively.
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